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Pension Division, Malpractice &
QDROs – An Ethics Talk
Presented by QDROCounsel LLC

Founders Louise Nixon, Esq. - QDRO Benefits Law Group and John Madden -
Moon, Schwartz & Madden
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Goals of Presentation

After this presentation, you will understand and identify the family law
attorney’s duty of competence regarding retirement benefit division in
divorce which requires (1) understanding and use of technology and (2) not
to commit malpractice.
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WHAT WILL THIS TALK COVER?

 1. Why does a FLA have a duty to become competent
regarding retirement benefits?

 2. Why is a FLA responsible for the actions of other persons
drafting and filing QDROs for their clients?

 3. How can a FLA meet his/her duty of competence?

 OVERVIEW OF TALK
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Obstacles to achieving competence?

 TWIN FEARS:

Fear of new technology and the requisite level of

competence required to assist clients with their retirement

benefits

Fear of malpractice that plans are omitted, not properly

identified or not divided correctly

 OVERVIEW OF TALK cont’d
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 ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct (“Model Rules”)
Rule 1.1 requires that a lawyer shall provide competent
representation to a client.

 Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill,
thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the
representation. (Id.)

 An attorney’s duty of competence is evolving. As technology
and the law intersect the scope of the duty of competence also
changes. (See, e.g., San Diego Cnty. Bar Ass'n, Formal Op. No.
2012-1 (2012)).

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology

Rules Regarding Duty of Competence
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Rules cont’d.

 48 states, except California and Maine, have either

adopted the American Bar Association Model Rules of

Professional Conduct (“Model Rules”) or before the Model

Rules, the 1969 Model Code of Professional Responsibility.

 39 States adopted the Model Rules.

 Knowledge of the substantive law is only part of an

attorney’s duty of competence.

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

 As technology has impacted the daily lives of attorneys

both in their practice and in the courthouse, the duty of

competence requires

 Keeping "abreast of changes in the law and its practice,"

which includes knowing "the benefits and risks and

associated with relevant technology."

 (See 2012 Amended Model Rules Prof’l Conduct TR. 1.1

cmt. [8].)

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

 Family law attorneys routinely confront technology in

their practice.

 For example a wide variety of child and support

calculators, property division, and other practice related

software is frequently encountered and necessary for use in

the courtroom.

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

The duty of competence requires lawyers to be
aware of the benefits and risks of emerging
technologies

 that can be used to deliver legal services and how
advances in existing technologies can impact the
security of information in their possession.

 (See, e.g., N.H. Bar Ass'n, Advisory Op. 2012-13/4
(2013) (observing "[c]ompetent lawyers" must "keep
abreast of ... changes").

Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

 No matter the state where the FLA is licensed, this duty of

competence will at some point include this expanded

definition of Rule 1.1 of the Model Rules.

 As of 3/5/18, 29 states have adopted the ABA's 2012

amendments to Model Rule1.1.

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

 So, what about California?

 While California does not follow the Model Rules' approach, a

2015 State Bar ethics opinion addressed an attorney's ethical duties

involving the discovery of electronically stored information

 Relied on Comment 8 to Model Rule 1.1 in reaching the

conclusion that the duty of competence requires attorneys to assess

their own e-discovery skills and resources. (See Cal. State Bar,

Formal Op. 2015-193 (2015)) (“Op. 2015-193”).

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

 California’s Rule of Professional Conduct Rule 1.1(a)
(formerly 3-110) states, in no uncertain terms, that a lawyer
“shall not intentionally, recklessly, or repeatedly fail to perform
legal services with competence.” See Cal. Rules of Prof’l
Conduct eff. 11/1/2018 r. 1.1(a).

 “Competence,” under Rule 1.1(b) (formerly 3-110(B)), in any
legal service “shall mean to apply the 1) diligence, 2) learning
and skill, and 3) mental, emotional, and physical
ability reasonably necessary for the performance of such
service.” (Emphasis added.)

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

 However, where an attorney is not competent, under Rule

1.1(c) (formerly 3-110(C)), the attorney is still permitted to

perform services by

 “1) associating with or, where appropriate, professionally

consulting with another lawyer reasonably believed to be

competent, or

 2) by acquiring sufficient learning and skill before

performance is required.”

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

 Until recently, California’s Business and Professions Code

and Rules of Court codified lawyers’ obligations to complete

approved continuing education to achieve this standard.

 (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 6070; Cal. R. Ct. 9.31.)

 Op. 2015-193 (involving e-discovery) raises the bar for all

attorneys practicing in California setting forth a standard requiring

technology competence

Law re Duty of Competence/Technology
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Rules cont’d.

In the past, it has not been possible for FLA to become competent
regarding retirement benefit division and QDROs

 Limited resources on pension division available and easily
understandable for FLA

 Only a handful of QDRO experts across the U.S.

 Not economically feasible or logistically possible to have QDRO
expert involved with every case

 Too expensive for FLA to research and understand law in any
given case

 Limits on FLAs time to devote to pension division

Duty of Competence
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Rules cont’d.

Can be competent in dividing benefits per cases

QDROCounsel’s platform is the product of more than 100
years of substantive law experience in the division of
retirement benefits and (Q)DROs

Features of website directly address requirement that
FLAs keep abreast of changes in technology as well as
understand pension division specific to their case

With www.qdrocounsel.com, paradigm shift for FLA

Duty of Competence
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Ethics and Case Management

How does QDROCounsel work?

 Answer simple questions regarding retirement
benefits in your case

 Provided document(s) using proprietary algorithm
that is case specific and plan specific

 Provides the fairest possible benefits division with
explanations specific to your case

 Online subscription based software

Discovery
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Ethics and Case Management

Duty of Competence met with QC

Addresses and streamlines retirement
division process from discovery to
judgment

Easy to use 4 step process

GATHER and ANALYZE

DRAFT and COMPLETE

Discovery
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Discovery
(Gather)
Division of Retirement Plans
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Inadequate Discovery Common

Often FLAs commit malpractice by failing:

To discover all retirement plans

To misidentify retirement plans

To know how to divide a plan including know
whether any valuations/calculations performed

To adequately protect nonparticipant’s interest at
beginning of case with joinders and/or notice of
adverse interests

Discovery
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Inadequate Discovery

Is it even possible for FLAs to conduct adequate
discovery? Often FLAs do not know the following:

What to ask for in discovery

What is missing

How to protect client’s pension interest

What needs to be done before judgment

Discovery
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Case Management for Discovery

Competence includes a duty to determine
retirement assets in a case.

 Provides retirement division case management
system from discovery to judgment

 That is practical, efficient and affordable

 That enable a FLA to understand how to
handle pension division specific to each case

 That catches issues that impact parties

Discovery

GATHER: Plan Research

 Start the process to better serve your clients

Manage client expectations

Retainer Agreement & Client Memo

 Identify Retirement assets

Start with QC Questionnaires

Determine plans

Spot issues

Start analyzing the issues in your case
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GATHER: Plan Research

Competence includes a duty to properly identify the
plans in your case

Using QC’s Plan Research tool, you will be able to obtain
the correct plan and contact information (including any
QDRO Third Party Administrator (TPA))

 QC Database enables subscriber to locate and correctly
identify qualified plans and nonqualified plans

 155,000 plans in database with plan contact information

 Contact QDROCounsel support if need assistance

Discovery
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GATHER: Joinder/Adverse Interest Notice

Competence includes duty to protect retirement
assets to extent possible

At beginning of case take steps to make sure a hold
is placed on retirement benefits, if possible

Many times a participant moves funds or retires
during the divorce which can affect the soon to be
former spouse’s interest

Use QC’s automated Joinder Pleadings and/or
Notice of Adverse Interest
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Case Management – GATHER

Why GATHER critical at beginning of case to meet Duty
of Competence?

 Fulfill duty to know retirement benefits in your case
and not omit or improperly identify a retirement plan

 Also fulfill duty to properly advise client on division of
defined contribution plan vs. defined benefit plan for
whatever benefits in case

 Know how to handle IRA division and life insurance
division and QDRO Support division, if applicable

Discovery

Discovery
(Analyze)
Division of Retirement Plans
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Case Management – ANALYZE

Competence includes a duty to analyze on a basic
level what is needed to divide retirement benefit

 Determine early in case how to handle each plan

 Issue spot with Plan Analysis Tool

 Run a report identifying and analyzing how to divide
any retirement benefit (including IRAs and life
insurance)

 Case specific report emailed based on case facts

 Common Issues outlined for each type of plan

Discovery

ANALYZE: Duty to understand plans

 Run Plan Analysis Tool for DBP, DCP and IRA

 Reports determine how to handle each type of plan

 Explains the Marital Fraction (Time Rule) for the DBP

 Explains the need for any separate property calculation
for the DCP and IRA

 Can give Report to client to fully understand how to
handle the division of each retirement asset and next
steps
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Case Management – ANALYZE

Why Plan Analysis critical to avoid malpractice:

 Must handle active vs. retired participant
differently

 Must handle all types of plan division differently
(DCP, DBP, IRAS, Life Insurance)

 Must know if benefit calculations needed to
protect client and report will tell you

 This basic knowledge will protect you

Discovery
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Case Management – ANALYZE

Competence includes duty to determine marital interest

 Must know if benefit calculations needed to
determine marital interest

 Calculation Suite empowers FLAs to handle critical
separate property issues in house before end of
divorce

 Many times major issues arise post judgment when
calculation of separate property not handled before
divorce

Discovery
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Case Management – ANALYZE
What is in the QC Calculation Suite?

 Valuation Tools that will allow you to actuarially
value, trace, offset and equalize retirement
benefits

 Easy to use with detailed instructions, tips and
prompts

 Report generated to give to parties or court

 Provide declaration supporting report based on data
inputted upon request

Discovery
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Case Management – ANALYZE

Calculation Suite Tools

 Separate property interest calculators for Cash
Balance Plan, DCP or IRA

 Simple tracing & Estimates using Marital Fraction
(Time Rule)

 Estimates using S&P 500/Bond Values ratio

 Marital Fraction (Time Rule) for DBP retired

 Present Day Actuarial Value Calculator

 Equalization and Offset Calculator

Discovery
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Case Management – ANALYZE

Calculation Suite critical to avoid malpractice:

 Duty of Competence to determine marital interest

 Judgment often flawed with awards not possible
because of separate/marital property issues

 Need calculation of marital vs. separate property in
majority cases for DCP, IRA, Cash Balance, Retired
DBP

 Any Equalization and Offset must be clearly written
in the Judgment to avoid later disputes/malpractice

Discovery

Malpractice and
Judgment Language
Division of Retirement Plans
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Judgment language

In family law, every judgment that includes language
regarding the division of retirement benefits

is a representation that the judgment language

adequately protect the client’s interest in the retirement
plan(s) under state and, if applicable, federal law.

See e.g. Fed. Rule 11; Cal. Code Civ. Proc. §128.7

Duty of Competence
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Judgment language (cont’d.)

This representation implies that the FLA is
knowledgeable

about the law governing the benefits

 and therefore a representation

 that they are competent.

Duty of Competence
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Judgment malpractice common

Too many judgments fail to adequately protect the client’s
interest in retirement plan(s)

Malpractice with pension division happens at judgment and
continues until QDRO completed

Can cause irreparable harm to the nonmember spouse
resulting in loss of the retirement asset

Duty of Competence
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Types of Judgment Malpractice

 Fail to properly identify a retirement plan;

 Omit retirement plans (Common!)

 Divide the retirement plan in a manner that is not
possible

 Fail to divide the retirement plan so that it
properly complies with state and applicable federal
law

 Have inconsistent retirement benefit awards –
unclear how to divide

Duty of Competence
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Types of Judgment Malpractice

 Fail to properly secure post judgment interest in
the plan before the QDRO is filed and served on
the plan.

 Fail to make sure QDRO is done properly and
filed

 Fail to properly secure survivor benefits

Order equalization/offset that is not possible

Duty of Competence

Draft
(Judgment language)
Division of Retirement Plans

42
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DRAFT Judgment language

Competence include duty to draft

Correct Judgment language

 QC provides solution to ensure correct judgment
language for each plan with Judgment language tool

 Judgment language for all types of retirement
benefits

 DCP, DBP, IRAs, State plans, military, federal
employees

Discovery
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DRAFT Judgment language

Competence includes protecting survivor benefits

 Judgment MUST protect survivor benefits

 Survivor benefits are part of the Former Spouse’s
community property. Fam. Code 2610

 Common issue is the former spouse loses the right
to receive their share of the marital interest in
the event of the participant’s death or retirement
because of flawed judgment language.

 QC’s Judgment language always provides
protection of survivor benefits

Discovery
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Draft – Correct Judgment language

 As soon as you know how to divide retirement
benefits

 Start working on Judgment language

 You can do this after you gather the information
needed

 Analyze the case and calculate any necessary
separate property interest

Discovery
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Draft – QC Judgment language

 Input facts and immediately receive email with
Judgment language

 Copy and paste to appropriate place in your draft
Judgment

 Language clearly written so parties have a good
understanding of the division. No issue for dispute
post judgment

 Send to opposing counsel to review

Discovery
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Case Management – DRAFT Judgment

QC’s Judgment language critical to avoid malpractice

 Too many judgment fail to protect one of the parties’
interest in retirement benefits

 Malpractice happens at judgment

 All of which can result at a minimum in further
litigation and cost in the case post judgment

 Do irreparable harm to the nonmember in most cases
resulting in the loss of the retirement asset

Discovery

Draft
(Q)DROs
Division of Retirement Plans
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Case Management – DRAFT (Q)DROs
Competence includes the duty to ensure

(Q)DROs correctly drafted

 The (Q)DRO facilitates what is ordered in the
divorce judgment

 Even if retain (Q)DRO expert, the duty to make
sure a (Q)DRO correctly reflects the terms of the
judgment remains with the person who prepared
the judgment

Discovery
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Case Management – DRAFT (Q)DROs
Common Malpractice with QDROs

 (Q)DROs prepared but never accepted by the plan
but never revised

 (Q)DROs prepared by unqualified QDRO expert, not
done correctly and find out problem at retirement

e.g. Time-Rule written incorrectly in QDRO

 All could result in irreparable harm to nonmember

Discovery
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Case Management – DRAFT (Q)DROs
What is a solution to be competent re (Q)DROs?

 Use QC Tools to draft case specific and plan specific
(Q)DROs

 Review detailed explanations and practice tips for
each substantive paragraphs in all (Q)DROs

 Need more info? Read ERISA Basics and explanations
about the (Q)DRO process and strategies to manage
client expectations

 First time ever you have access to easily understand
(Q)DROS in your cases and explain them to clients

Discovery
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DRAFT (Q)DRO – Joint and Neutral

 How does Joint and Neutral Processed QDROs work

 Drafting attorney subscriber drafts QDROs

 Both counsel emailed from QC the QDROs

 Email include summary of questions asked default
answers for most fair and equitable and the
answers by drafting attorney

 Even if non subscriber, both parties have access to
explanations

Discovery
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Case Management – DRAFT (Q)DRO

First time ever can follow best practice –
File judgment of divorce plus any (Q)DRO at
the same time

Your clients will be much happier

Peace of mind adequately protected your
clients interest in Judgment language and
in any pension division

Discovery

Complete
Division of Retirement Plans
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Case Management – COMPLETE

Competence includes duty to make sure

QDROs completed!

 Malpractice happens when QDRO process is NOT
completed! The QDRO is never filed and/or served on
the plan

 Use QC’s detailed instructions and forms to complete
the (Q)DRO process

 Step 1: Preapproval Process

 Step 2: Finalize the Process

 Integrated with numerous tips to avoid malpractice

Discovery
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Case Management – COMPLETE

 Goal for best practice is to be able to guide your
client through every avenue of retirement benefit
division

 from the beginning of your case to the end is best
practice!

 The Complete Process is the final and also critical
step

 Horror malpractice stores about QDROs drafted
but never filed or served on the plan

Discovery

Final Thoughts
Division of Retirement Plans
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Retirement benefits are often the major asset
in most divorce cases

There are approximately one million divorces
per year and yet only about 40 pension division
experts to assist FLAs and judges

QC provides all the tools you need to be
competent in the area of retirement benefit
division

QDROCounsel

Pension Division, Malpractice & QDROs
– An Ethics Talk

Presented by QDROCounsel LLC
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